WHO WE ARE

KIF1A.ORG is a global community dedicated to improving the lives of those affected by KIF1A Associated Neurological Disorder (KAND) & accelerating research to find a cure.

OUR CHALLENGE

KAND is a neurodegenerative disorder caused by a mutation in the KIF1A gene, often uninherited, that robs children of their ability to walk, talk & see. As our children grow, their condition worsens with this progressive—sometimes fatal—disorder, which is why our mission is so urgent.

There is no treatment. Yet.

CALL TO ACTION

KIF1A.ORG connects an elite team of scientists & clinicians with families affected by KAND to accelerate a patient-centered approach to improving care & discovering a cure. Treatment is within reach, but there are two obstacles in our way: time & money. Give today at kif1a.org/donate to empower KIF1A families to accelerate our urgent mission.

20+ COUNTRIES

$450K+ DONATED TO KIF1A RESEARCH SINCE 2017

200+ FAMILIES
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